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Rugged tablet solutions
The versatile technology choice
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Almost a decade ago, on the 7th of March 2012 the home computer market changed significantly when Apple 

introducing the original iPad. This new form factor provided users with a true alternative to a laptop or desktop 

for the first time, with a large touchscreen and a familiar user interface. Today, this form factor is becoming 

the standard across retail, hospitality, manufacturing, emergency services and warehousing, where the powerful 

capabilities and familiar user experience of a tablet computer are combined with a rugged form factor and add-on 

peripherals to provide users with the tools, they need to get their job done.

Why choose a rugged tablet?

Why are rugged tablets increasingly being used?
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Competitively Priced

Compared to the functionality that truck-mount 

and handheld computers offer, rugged tablets are 

extremely competitively priced.

Completely flexible

One of the most powerful benefits of rugged 

computers is the flexibility they offer to be used 

across a business – from handheld to truck 

mount.

Familiar form factor and user interface 

Almost everyone has used a tablet at some 

point and so the learning curve is low, meaning 

users spend more time doing their job and less 

in training. 

Designed for harsh environments 

Unlike consumer tablets, rugged tablet devices 

are designed to work in extremes of temperature 

and rain, even featuring special glove modes for 

operation. 

Semi-rugged design

All the tablets Jade supply are semi-rugged in 

design, usually splash and dust proof to IP53 

and having a drop resistance of almost 1m. 



Transportation and Logistics 

• Traceability

• Quality Assurance 

• Asset and facility

• Fleet Management

• Proof of Pick-up and delivery

Where are rugged tablets being used? Manufacturing 

• Inventory management         

• Safety testing

• Compliance verification 

• Maintenance/field service  

• Supply-line replenishment 
Public Sector

• Improve public safety  

• Monitor personnel 

• Asset management  

• Increase operational efficiency 

• Real-time awareness 

• Dispatch/communications 

Retail

• Inventory Management 

• Mobile point of sale 

• Assisted selling 

• Line busting 

• Price verification 

Warehouse/Yard/Ports

• Warehouse and yard 

management 

• Forklift mounting 

• Receiving/putaway/shipping 

• EDI transactions 

• Returns processing 

Field Mobility 

• Mobile dispatch 

• Maintenance/inspection 

• Work order management 

• Meter Reading 

• Asset Tracking 

• Vegetation Management

The flexibility of rugged tablets make them accessible across a range of industries, where the familiar form factor 

and Android or Windows user interface makes them simple for users to pick up and get on with their job.
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Rugged tablet – the new in-cab solution

Rugged tablets can offer all the benefits of a traditional in-truck solution, but with some additional tricks up their 

sleeve. They still come with rugged mounting and can be powered by the truck, but additionally offer:

Are fully connected 

All rugged tablets are Wi-Fi enabled by default but can additionally be provided with 4/5G  

cellular connections – ideal if trucks are operating out of the main warehouse range.

Know where they are

With GPS built directly into the device, not only does the driver know where they are on-site, but 

so can other systems – leading to better planning and visibility. 

Are easy to expand 

With a range of connectivity options, it’s easy to extend tablets to feature barcode or RFID  

readers, authentication, voice solutions and much more. 

Improved form factor 

Rugged tablets can be up to 50% smaller in size, meaning they take up less space and can fit 

into a wider range of spaces. 

Multi-use capability 

Tablet devices can be instantly popped out of the truck-mount cradle and then used out of the 

truck. This may be for temporary use by the driver or even to re-use the technology when trucks 

are not in use. 

Truck-mounted computers
Truck-mount computers offer drivers a rugged and convenient way to access information on the go, with 

schedules, pick lists, instructions and even comms all routed through a single device.  There is no doubt that 

these computers have made forklift operations infinitely more productive over the years, but they do have a 

couple of downsides in that they are single-use devices (permanently mounted within the truck) and typically very 

expensive. The cost often means that the ROI period on these can be quite substantial! 
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Identify the 

best mounting 

position

Choose the right 

TOUGHBOOK

Install any 

required software

Configure the 

device on your 

network

Assess current 

mounting options

See how wiring 

can be re-used

Incorporate any 

accessories

Assembling your forklift solution

Taking into consideration all the complexities 

of a forklift truck such as limited space, 

safety, power supply and their peripherals, 

we will take you through a step-by-step 

process which will enable us to deliver your 

forklift solution.
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Hot-swappable batteries

Keep your tablets running 24/7 with batteries that can be replaced whilst the device 

is still running.

Fingerprint authentication

For additional security, provide users with the need to login using biometrics to either start 

their session or perform particular tasks.

Full QWERTY keyboard

Every device features pop-up software keyboards, but if you need to collect extensive 

information then many devices can be provided with clip-on QWERTY keyboards.

RFID and barcode readers
Read a range of 1D and 2D barcodes or interact with HF and UHF RFID tags using the optional 
readers.

A fully extendible solution

As fully fledged Android or Windows-powered computers, rugged tablets not only offer a host of touchscreen 

power but are additionally incredibly expandable. Together with devices featuring USB for connecting third-

party devices, they can additionally be provided with:
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Post deployment, our team will keep all your devices supported through our 

frontline helpdesk and repair/replacement facilities that are part of the service 

element to our offering. We’ll work with you to put in a place a bespoke service 

package that has a simple annual cost, allowing you to:

Fully supported by Jade

• Reduce disruption caused by unexpected damages

• Eliminate expensive out-of-warranty repair charges

• Keep downtime to a minimum with next-day swap out of devices

• Complete peace of mind that your fleet of devices are secured and patched

Together with rapid turnaround of repairs, devices are pre-loaded with an 

agreed gold build, fully configured and tested - so they’re ready to go as soon 

as they arrive onsite.

Four day turnaround of 

damaged devices

UK-based support desk 

& network of UK-based 

enegineers

FOC Inspection to 

determine installation & 

hardware requirements

Specialist engineers 

getting you operational 

in no time
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We offer our customers a range of service options to meet your requirements today and into the future.

• 24/7/365 customer portal & forum

• UK hardware repair facilities

• 9-to-5/weekday support desk

• Web-based requests & tracking

• Optional asset management module

• Always on monitoring

• Remote diagnostics

• Dedicated support number

• Field based engineers

• Buffer stock management

• Triaged incident reporting

• Incident root cause analysis

• Remote software upgrades

• RMA & break/fix escalation

• Regular Service Review

• Incident management

• Jade Assistance Centre

• Next day delivery

You pick we mix
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About Jade

By focusing on a limited number of sectors, the team here at Jade have been able to develop a huge amount 

of technical product knowledge and a deep and long standing relationship with our technology partners. With 

20 years experience in installation and support, we excel in the delivery of multi site, large scale installations, 

delivered on time and at pace. In December 2021, the Jade business became part of Renovotec.

20,600
Network and Wi-Fi assets 

installed & supported

25
Different manufacturers that 

Jade work directly with

28,500
Enterprise mobile devices 

delivered & supported

5,160
Sites supported across  

the UK & Ireland

150
Unique customers that trust us 

with their infrastructure & devices

99.9%
SLA achieved across all 

customers
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Now part of Renovotec
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The Pallet Network is the UK’s leading pallet freight 

delivery network, last year shipping 4.6m pallets via 

their network of 119 regional transport partners and 130 

plus depot locations. Their purpose-built hub in Sutton 

Coldfield is Europe’s biggest cross dock, capable of 

unloading 57 trailers simultaneously and handling 20,000 

pallets a night with workflows optimised using artificial 

intelligence.

Continuous improvement

TPN had ageing Windows 7 devices mounted in forklifts 

that were no longer supported and were getting pretty 

tired. These devices were critical to operations and used 

by the drivers constantly, so it was clear that they needed 

to be modernised. 

TPN pride themselves on their reliability, efficiency and 

transparency and so these devices were essential in 

helping them deliver a successful logistics distribution 

service. 

Together with taking the opportunity to upgrade 

the old hardware, they also wanted to make further 

improvements by moving to the latest Android platform 

and deploying new software.

The Process

The critical factors in choosing the new devices were 

their ruggedness and reliability in the challenging 

working environment and the ability to run in-house 

developed software applications for managing and 

moving the pallets. In addition, ease of management and 

long-term support for the devices were other important 

considerations.

Looking at all the leading industry providers of mobile 

solutions, the Panasonic TOUGHBOOK and its rugged 

Android A3 tablet immediately stood out. It was a much 

more polished and a complete package in terms of 

design and robustness. 

Clear visibility aids productivity

Another important factor in the choice of device was 

the large 10.5 inch screen and bright outdoor readable 

display, which enables the drivers to see quickly and 

easily which pallets must be moved next and where.

Long-term support and repair

The third critical element of the offering was Panasonic’s 

long-term and regular updates and support for the 

Android operating system through its COMPASS offering 

and its ProTect Warranty.

The reassurance that your technology will be taken care 

of when things go wrong is perhaps one of the most 

critical factors. “It allows us to concentrate on developing 

our software and continuing to improve the efficiency of 

service we offer our customers.”
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More than tough enough

“We knew that Panasonic TOUGHBOOK devices 

had a reputation for being rugged to a military-

grade but operating on our forklifts they needed to 

be TPN-grade rugged! In the past most damage to 

the old devices has been caused by the buckles on 

the seatbelts of the forklifts springing back when 

unclipped and smashing the device screen. We tested 

the Panasonic device by lassoing the device with the 

belt and there wasn’t a scratch.”
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Increasing productivity at The Pallet Network

Technology plays a huge part in staying competitive in the logistics industry, with mobile solutions forming 

a critical piece across depots, on-site and for managing vehicles. So, when looking to replace the vehicle-

mount mobile devices used by forklift drivers, The Pallet Network came to us to find the right replacement 

solution.

150
New Devices 



SOTI

SOTI was chosen due to their close working 

relationship with Panasonic. Working together 

seamlessly the SOTI ONE platform and SOTI Assist 

made it easy and efficient for technicians to analyse, 

troubleshoot and resolve mobile device and app 

issues from anywhere, at any time. Rolling out 

regular application updates to the new devices is 

also much more efficient using SOTI MobiControl.

“Reducing downtime is critical for us. Using SOTI 

as the deployment tool, we were able to simply 

update our software four or five times with tweaks 

and improvements.”

Full visibility benefit

This combined solution enables TPN to have full 

visibility over their mobile assets. With remote 

management, visibility and control, TPN are able to 

log in and see exactly what’s happening with each 

device. For example, we can see if a device battery 

is running low, or if the device hasn’t been switched 

on properly.

Forklift driver feedback

The new forklift devices were positively received 

by the drivers. They immediately noticed how 

quickly the new devices worked and how good 

the connectivity was. This was a real time saver 

and increased the productivity of the drivers. They 

were able to seamlessley make the switch without 

any further training on the tech because it is all very 

intuitive. It was very much plug and play! 

Additional future value

Moving forward, TPN wants to extend the 

use of devices for additional purposes. They 

see this solution as particularly ideal for their 

working environment. It is reliable, does the job 

and allows them to concentrate on delivering 

a fast, transparent and competitive service to 

their customers.
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01925 295 400
info@jade-solutions.co.uk

www.jade-solutions.co.uk

JADA-1008-002


